ALERT
LEVEL

ACTION BY
SCIENTISTS

SYMPTOMS

RECOMMENDED
ACTION:
CIVIL AUTHORITIES

Volcano is quiet;
earthquake and
fumarolic (steam)
activity are at or below
the historical level at
this volcano. No other
unusual activity has
been observed.

Normal
Monitoring

Undertake on-going
public awareness
campaigns and
work on volcanic
emergency plans.

Volcano is restless;
earthquakes and/
or fumarolic (steam)
activity are above
the historical level at
this volcano or other
unusual activity has
been observed (this
activity will be specified
at the time that the alert
level is raised).

Monitoring system
will be brought up to
full capability. Civil
authorities alerted.
Communications
system tested.

Undertake on-going
public awareness
campaigns and
work on volcanic
emergency plans.
Advise vulnerable
communities of
evacuation procedures
in the event of an
emergency.

Highly elevated level
of earthquakes and/
or fumarolic activity, or
other highly unusual
symptoms. Eruption
may occur with less
than twenty-four hours’
notice.

Monitoring system
continuously
manned. Regular
visual inspection
of potential vent
areas. Continuous
ground deformation
and hydrothermal
monitoring. Daily
assessment reports
to civil authorities.

Coordinate evacuation
(if necessary)
based on hazard
zones. Entry to the
restricted-access
zone by scientists
will be permitted
after evaluation on a
case by case basis.
Organize regular
radio and television
announcements.

Eruption is in progress
or may occur without
further warning.

Measurements as
permitted by safety
conditions. Civil
authorities advised
continuously.

Coordinate
continued evacuation
as necessary.
Organise regular
radio and television
announcements.

Volcanoes
of Saint Lucia

The Soufrière Volcanic Centre is located near the town of
Soufrière in southwest Saint Lucia. This is the youngest and
only ‘live’ (likely to erupt again) volcanic centre in the island.
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About 30,000 years ago violent,
large explosive eruptions generated
large pyroclastic flows and extensive
ashfalls in Saint Lucia. The high cliffs
at Choiseul Beach were produced by
these eruptions. Since then several lava
domes have formed in the Soufrière
region, producing smaller eruptions
similar to those of the Soufrière Hills
Volcano in Montserrat. The most recent
eruption associated with the Soufrière
Volcanic Centre was a phreatic or steam
eruption in 1766. Since then, there has
only been hot spring and fumarolic (gas/
steam vent) activity.

VOLCANIC HAZARDS

SRC scientists provide advice as well
as produce maps and other public
information material so as to enable
the public and authorities to better
Pyroclastic Flows & Surges
prepare for volcanic eruptions. Although
Very hot, fast-moving mixtures or
there is nothing we can do to prevent
avalanches of rock fragments, ash and
a volcanic eruption, being prepared for
gas. These deadly phenomena travel
down valleys and cause total devastation these events can considerably reduce
the risks posed to you and your family.
of the area over which they flow.
Do not wait for an eruption to occur to
Pyroclastic surges are lethal hurricanelike, hot ash clouds that can travel uphill start thinking about preparedness. Know
where the Soufrière Volcanic Centre is
and over ridges at high speed.
in relation to where you live and know
what to do if any eruption occurs. A
Volcanic Ash & Bombs
volcanic eruption CAN happen in your
Ash falls can blanket the entire island,
GEOTHERMAL ACTIVITY
lifetime. Visit www.uwiseismic.com for
affect neighbouring islands and may
The well-known Sulphur Springs area in
information on preparedness.
be thick enough to collapse roofs
Saint Lucia is the most active geothermal
of buildings and
FUTURE VOLCANIC ACTIVITY
system in the Eastern Caribbean and is
destroy vegetation.
a UNESCO World Heritage Site used
Volcanic ash is
The vigorous movement of heated
for recreational purposes. These hot
very corrosive
water beneath the Sulphur Springs
springs do not act as a safety valve
to machinery
area means that more phreatic or
for the volcano. Geothermal systems
including boats
steam eruptions will occur here
form when rain water seeps into the
and planes and
in the future. The geothermal
ground where it is heated by hot
may also affect
activity together with shallow
rock, that has itself been heated by
human health if
earthquakes in southern Saint
underlying magma (molten rock), and
inhaled. Large rocks
Lucia indicates that magma
mixes with gases released
called bombs may
is present beneath this “live”
by the magma. The hot water
also be hurled from the
volcanic centre and it can erupt
becomes buoyant and rises to
volcano.
in the future. Should there be
the surface. In some places
any eruption the National Emergency
the water is heated so much
Volcanic Gases
Management Organisation (NEMO) is
that it rises as steam.
Dangerous gases such as carbon
the first point of contact and areas near
dioxide and sulphur dioxide are present in toxic
the volcano are likely to be evacuated
amounts close to the vent of an erupting volcano for long periods.
and may be present close to hot springs around
MONITORING THE SOUFRIÈRE
any ‘live’ volcanoes. Carbon dioxide is invisible
VOLCANIC CENTRE
and has no taste or smell, so people and
animals are unable to notice it and may
Volcanoes do not usually erupt suddenly
suffocate if exposed to high concentrations
without warning. They are normally
for prolonged periods.
preceded by clear signals which, once
recognized, enable timely warnings to
Lahars (mudflows)
be issued.
A dense mixture of volcanic mud and
rock fragments which gushes turbulently
Good indications of increased activity
down the slopes of a volcano and into
are:
surrounding valleys. Lahars resemble wet
•
An increase in the number of
concrete and they can move large
shallow earthquakes beneath the
boulders, trees and may even bury entire
volcano
towns.
•
Uplift of the ground may be
noticeable in some areas
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INTEGRATED HAZARD
ZONES FOR SAINT LUCIA.
Areas in red and orange will be
evacuated in the event of an eruption.

HAZARD MAPPING AND DISASTER
PREPAREDNESS

Some of the potential hazards from future
eruptions in Saint Lucia include:

•
•

Increased venting and the
appearance of new hot springs
Changes in chemistry of the gases
and water associated with the volcano

The UWI Seismic Research Centre
(SRC) monitors the Soufriere Volcanic
Centre and maintains a network of
seismic stations in Saint Lucia to monitor
earthquake activity. GPS (Global
Positioning System) measurements are
taken to monitor ground deformation/
swelling of the volcano’s flanks. The
chemical composition of hot springs and
gases are also monitored through time
as changes in chemical properties can
indicate a change in the volcanic activity.
The SRC relies on valuable monitoring
equipment to keep watch of the volcano.
Tampering with this equipment
will hamper the ability
of scientists to
detect the early
signs of an
eruption.
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